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1. It is with great interest that I have read the comment [I] of Mr. Y .
Kurabayashi in reply to my previous comment [2]. It was deliberately that I had
treated only the terms of trade effect formulation but I agree with him that an
important point of his paper [3] concerns the problem of the relation between the
terms of trade effect arising from relative changes in prices between outputs and
inputs on the one hand, and changes in factor productivity on the other hand.
As Kurabayashi's reply concerns essentially this problem, I think now that it is
also of importance to discuss, more especially as I had treated it in 1967 [4] and
1968 [5].
This note will therefore be relative to this problem. First, in the following
section, I shall briefly review the total factor productivity problem in the framework of national accounts in constant prices. Then, I shall discuss the link which
exists between terms of trade gain and factor productivity gain (section 3).
2. According to Kurabayashi's decomposition, let us note by U, W and V
the value in current prices of intermediate inputs, labour inputs and other inputs
and
the corresponding volumes (values in constant
expenditures; by 0,
prices) ; by Y and P the value and the volume of output; by X and 8 the value
and the volume of total factor inputs; by p,, p,, p,, p, and p the price indexes
relative respectively to U , TV, V, X and Y; and by q,, q,, q,, qr and q the corresponding volume indexes.
With this notation, the index of total factor productivity from the base year
t = 0 to the current year t is by definition:

where P and 8 relate to the current year and Poand goto the base year.
The unit productivity gain g (i.e. total diminution of factors required by
production per unit of output) will be equal to:

and consequently the total productivity gain G" equal to:

If we suppose that all conlponents of Y correspond to production factors
W + V), we have To = Xo = Yo = To and so:
(i.e. Y = U

+

(4)

G"= p - 2

and 8 are the deflated values (the values at constant prices) of output
and total factor inputs. As 8 = 0 + Rf + F, we have:

+

+

At constant prices, the production account Y = U
W
V is no longer
balanced and it is necessary to introdzrce an adjustment variable which-as L. A.
Vincent ([6] or [7]) has pointed out (see also Courbis [4], pp. 58-59)-is equal to
the productivity gain C", a result which has since been rediscovered by Y. Kurabayashi [3], p. 296.
The consideration of the productivity gain C" as an adjustment variable of
the production account in constant prices is thus logically introduced when we
analyze the problem of economic evolution in physical terms, but the balancing
of the production account in constant prices can evidently be done in a direct
way in terms of prices. We have therefore in constant prices:
(6)

F+ F=

o+ @ +

P

where is the terms of trade variable.
As I have pointed out in [4], p. 59, it results from (5) and (6) that:
T = - (5(7)

-

Algebraically, this relation means that the gain in productivity G" is "distributed" by the way of price variations (on output or production factors).
But this equality between G" and - p is not always true as indicated in my
paper of 1967 [4], pp. 65-68 and 70-71 and also by Y. Kurabayashi [3], pp. 295296. The equality (7) supposes that all the components of Y-and especially the
profit-can be considered as production factors1 and it is on this point that I
shall now comment in this note.
3. It is evident that in reality all the components cannot be (see [5] and [4])
considered as production factors. Pure profit is in fact not a factor resulting from
market mechanisms: it is not fixed ex-ante2 but is determined ex-post as the
difference between the value of output and total production expenditures. It is
only under the assumption of perfect competition and in the long term, when
pure profit vanishes, that we can consider that all components of Y correspond
to production factors.
Consequently, we must decompose V into two elements: the first, which we
shall denote K, corresponds to expenditures (and especially the cost of physical
capital utilisation) and is directly linked to the production level; the second, B,
which is a residual, is the net benefit or pure profit.
lit is such an assumption which is explicitly made by Y. Kurabayashi in [I].
=If this was true, we should have (see [4] or [ 5 ] ) :
p = -P z
n'

The output price would be in these conditions only determined by factor prices and factor
productivity, which is difficult to suppose.

With this notation, the productivity gain G (which corresponds to the factor
saving at a given production level) is equal to:

where I? is the constant price value of K.
As by definition Yo = U , f llfo KO
in the following form:

+

+ B,,

we can rewrite equation (8),

It appears from relation (9) that for calculating the productivity gain G",
if we consider conventionally profit as a factor, we must also consider conventionally that the rate of margin (i.e., b = B!Y) renzai~zsunchanged between the base
year and the considered current year.3
To make explicit the productivity gain G" and the terms of trade gain F in
the framework of national accounts, we can then (as I have proposed in 1967 [4],
pp. 65-67) proceed as indicated in table 1. In this table: we interpolate four
accounts between the account of the base year and that of the current year:
-an account in constant prices with constant returns to scale (with constant
average factor productivity) :
-an account for the current year in constant prices with effective factor
productivity but with a constant rate of margin (and so the same profit
as in the previous account);
-an account for the current year in constant prices where the profit is
deflated by a convenient price index pM (l/pM represents the "real"
value of the current money unit in the framework of the base year's price
system) ;
-an account for the current )ear with constant value of money (i.e. in
relative prices).
Both the second and third accounts are not balanced and it is necessary to
introduce an adjustment variable.
In the constant price account (the third intermediate account) the adjustment
variable-which is considered in resources-is by definition the terms of trade
variable F. For the second account in constant prices but with a constant rate
of margin (i.e. the rate of margin b, of the base year), it is easy to see that3I had already noted this in my s t ~ ~ dofy 1964 (see [8] p. 64 footnote 3). My 1967 paper [4]
develops it in its second part.
4Kurabayashi [3], p. 294, gives such a table again, only with some presentation modifications.
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*Combis [4] p. 65 (but the notations used in the original paper are different).
**pMis the deflator which corresponds to the "general price level" for producers and which is used for deflating the net profit B; l / p , corresponds
to the real value of the money unit.

considered as expenditure5-the adjustment variable is the productivity gain G"
which we have previously ~ a l c u l a t e d . ~
+ I? B" (where B is the value of B
As by definition P F = 0
in terms of constant prices, i.e. 8 = B/pM)we have:

+

+

+

where 2 is the fictive benefit of current year with the same rate of margin as for
the base year (i.e. B = Bo
Po).
It appears in this relation7 that G" and - are not in general equal, contrary
to the case where profit is considered as a production factor.
The reason is the following: the difference between G" and - is due to the
fact that producers do not distribute completely the gains which result for them
from an amelioration of factor productivity and of the terms of trade.
If we note:

51t should be noted here that in his table [3], p. 294, Kurabayashi considers this correction
term G" on the resource side of the account. It is easy to see that G" is then a productivity loss.
Mr. Kurabayashi interprets this term as a productivity gain term but it is due (see following
note) to a mistake in his relation (4.6).
In this condition, my formulation as proposed in 1967 [4] appears the only correct one.
6The variable adjustment G" of the second intermediate account is, as results from (S), equal
to:

, qx, the correspondwhere 0, @ a n d 2 are the volumes of the three groups of factors and q ~qw,
ing volume indexes, and q the volume index of output.
If we have only two groups of factors U and W (as considered by Kurabayashi in [3]), we
have :

This is different from the relation (4.9) given by Kurabayashi [3], p. 296, which, with our
notations, is:

which-as a result of relation (8bis)-is in fact incorrect. The mistake issues from mistakes in
Kurabayashi's relation (4.6).
'This relation is similar to the relation (4.11) of K3rabayashi [3], p. 296, but we must
observe that-independently of the incorrect value of G (see above footnote 6)-there is a
mistake if we consider, as does Kurabayashi, that in the account in constant prices all the
inputs different from intermediate inputs U are deflated by the same price index as B. We have
in-fact :

if we have only two factors _U and W.
Moreover in this case, G is not the total productivity gain and
trade gain but incorporates a part of the total productivity gain.

F is not only the terms of

where F, is the (algebraic) gain arising from a diminution of relative prices of
factors and Fu the (algebraic) loss arising from a diminution of the relative price
of output, using relation (12), we can ([4], pp. 70-71) rewrite the relation (1 1) in
a symmetric way:

(? + Fx is the total gain of the producers (productivity gain + gain by diminution of relative prices of factors), and relation (13) describes the utilisafior~of
this total gain: a part (FJ is distributed to the customers (by way of a diminution
of the relative price of output); the surplus (B" - B) is re~ainedby the producers
(and increases the self-financing possibilities).
We can also give another form to the relationship between G" and - F.
As B" = Blp,, we can rewrite relation (10) thus:

or, if we note by b, and b the rate of margin (i.e., b

=

B/ Y) for the base year and

where S" is the gain retained by the producers.
We can also write S" in the following way:
I

I

If we choose for the pMdeflator of B the value I have proposed in [8] and
[4] (and which is also admitted by Mr. Kurabayashi, see [ 2 ] ) ,we have:

X+ Y
Y M=

8+B

and consequently :
P - 1 = p ----8 + F - 1 = ,~ 2 x-

x+ Y

PM
or, as by definition X

=

X+ Y

P,B:
X

-P - 1 = --PM

x+ y

('PZ - I).

We have finally:

In [3], p. 296, Kurabayashi relation (4.11) gives an apparently similar
expression for the term g, i.e. the difference between8 and - G. But Kurabayashi's formula implicitly supposes b = ho,9 so the second term of (17) vanishes.
Relation (17) given above is consequently more general.
The interpretation of this relation (17) is interesting. It shows that the gain
S" which is retained by producers is the sum of two elements: the first is positive
if p > p,, i.e. if there is a relative increase of the output price; the second is
positive if h > b,, i.e. if there is an increase of the benefit rate b (which can arise
from the productivity increase or from an amelioration of the terms of trade).
Relations (13) and (17) thus describe the origin and use of the total gain of
producers and the elements which contribute to the formation of the "retained"
gam. They can therefore be useful for analysis of the formation and distribution
of income.
August, 1972
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8 0 r between and Kurabayashi's variable
which is different. If 6 is our productivity
Kurabayashi's variable, we have: G, = - 6, but we must interpret 6, as a loss
gain and
(see above footnote 5).
9Mr. Kurabayashi ([3] p. 296, footnote) writes indeed (with my notations) that:

e,

Or we have in fact:

B=

Bp

b "
B = --pB.
bo
Kurabayashi's relation (4.11) in [3] is consequently only true if b = b,.
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